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A compact electron gun for time-resolved electron diffraction
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A novel compact time-resolved electron diffractometer has been built with the primary goal of studying the ultrafast molecular dynamics of photoexcited gas-phase molecules. Here we discuss the design of the electron gun, which is triggered by a Ti:Sapphire laser, before detailing a series of calibration experiments relating to the electron-beam properties. As a further test of the apparatus, initial diffraction patterns have been collected for thin, polycrystalline platinum samples, which have been shown to match theoretical patterns. The data collected demonstrate the focusing effects of the magnetic lens on the electron beam, and how this relates to the spatial resolution of the diffraction pattern.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the work of Davisson and Germer in 1927¹ the interactions of electron beams with gaseous and crystalline samples have been used extensively to determine the structures of molecular species. Conventional gas electron diffraction experiments, using continuous beams of electrons, are typically conducted over timescales ranging from significant fractions of a second to many minutes or even hours. One consequence of this is that the structures determined are time averaged, with any information about dynamic structural effects being lost. Since the development of ultrafast laser sources and the subsequent application of femtochemical techniques to spectroscopy,² electron diffraction has adapted to allow studies to be performed on sub-picosecond timescales.³ This has now advanced to the point where molecular movies can be recorded, showing the evolution of molecular structures during induced chemical and physical processes.⁴

The early steps in time-resolved electron diffraction (TRED) were taken by Ischenko, who, in 1983, demonstrated a stroboscopic beam of electrons allowing molecular structures to be obtained with microsecond time resolution.⁵ These experiments involved the use of electromagnetic deflector plates to manipulate a continuous electron beam and chop it into
pulses before performing pump-probe experiments on the photodissociation of excited CF$_3$I molecules.\textsuperscript{5} In 1992 Ewbank introduced a new method of producing short bunches of electrons using a laser and a photocathode;\textsuperscript{6} this enabled shorter electron pulses to be obtained more easily. Much of the subsequent early work in this area was performed by Zewail, who achieved electron diffraction with a time resolution on the picosecond timescale.\textsuperscript{7–10} Zewail also developed important theory underpinning TRED experiments, detailing the velocity mismatch problem that exists between electron pulses and laser pulses, and proposed changes to the geometry of the beams in the interaction region to minimize velocity mismatch.\textsuperscript{11} Further theoretical advances were made by Qian,\textsuperscript{12,13} and by Siwick,\textsuperscript{14,15} who debated in the literature the implications of space-charge broadening and how this limits the temporal resolution of the TRED technique. A number of methods have since been employed to obtain better temporal resolution in TRED experiments, including the application of RF cavities,\textsuperscript{16–18} single-electron electron diffraction,\textsuperscript{19,20} and electron diffraction using MeV electrons;\textsuperscript{21–23} the latter has the potential to allow single-shot experiments, removing the limitation of studying reversible systems.

A number of studies have been performed using TRED to look at order-disorder transitions such as the melting of aluminum,\textsuperscript{21,24,25} as well as order-order transitions in cyclohexadiene,\textsuperscript{26} silicon,\textsuperscript{27} graphite,\textsuperscript{28} bismuth,\textsuperscript{29} diarylethene,\textsuperscript{30} and EDO-TTF.\textsuperscript{4} The application of TRED in reflection mode (rather than transmission mode) also allows time-resolved studies of surfaces to be performed.\textsuperscript{31,32} The majority of studies using TRED have involved crystalline and polycrystalline samples, with relatively few studies published for gas-phase samples beyond the early work of Zewail.\textsuperscript{33} One notable exception is the work of Centurion,\textsuperscript{34} who recently showed that it is possible to use electron pulses to obtain non-circularly-symmetric gas-phase diffraction patterns, by temporarily aligning molecules non-adiabatically with ultrafast laser pulses. Upon resolving these patterns using holographic methods, an increase in the amount of data collected is observed compared to experiments using randomly oriented samples of molecules.\textsuperscript{34}

The apparatus described here has been developed primarily to look at molecules in the gas phase, allowing the structures and dynamics of species to be determined in an environment where they are free from solvent interactions and packing forces. Structural information will be obtained for photoactive species with an atomic level of detail not achievable using spectroscopic techniques alone. The diffractometer produces electrons by ionizing a gold photocathode using the third harmonic ($\lambda = 267$ nm) of a Ti:Sapphire laser. The electrons are accelerated across a potential of up to 100 kV towards a grounded anode, after which they
propagate in a field-free region where they encounter a sample and are scattered, with the resulting diffraction pattern recorded using a phosphor screen / CCD detector.

II. SPACE-CHARGE EFFECTS

One of the main challenges in developing a time-resolved electron diffractometer is minimizing the effects of space-charge repulsion, a factor that has strongly influenced the design of this instrument. While the electron pulses created at the photocathode have similar properties to the laser pulses used to create them, the negative charges mean that the electrons within the pulses repel one another causing the pulses to expand both spatially and temporally. This process starts immediately after the electron pulses leave the photocathode and continues as they propagate through the system. The rate at which the electron pulses expand depends on a number of factors including the initial pulse duration, the number of electrons in the pulse, and the group velocity of the pulse. Siwick et. al.\textsuperscript{14} reported that a pulse containing $10^4$ electrons, accelerated across 30 keV, with an initial duration of 50 fs will have expanded to approximately 6.5 ps after propagating for 4 ns. Moreover, shorter laser pulses produce electron bunches that expand more rapidly because of the greater initial charge density.\textsuperscript{14}

Using pulses containing a single electron can effectively nullify the space-charge effects,\textsuperscript{17} though implementing such an approach would vastly increase the time required to record data. Another potential tactic for avoiding space-charge repulsion involves using MeV electrons, as Columbic repulsion is far less of a problem when approaching relativistic speeds.\textsuperscript{18} However, creating MeV electrons requires the use of a linear accelerator and, while such instruments exist,\textsuperscript{18} the further development of tabletop systems is vital to enable cost-effective studies that are accessible to more researchers.

The velocity distribution of the electrons produced by a photocathode can be described as a linear chirp,\textsuperscript{14} with the electrons at the front of the pulse being accelerated by the electrons behind them, while the electrons at the rear of the pulse are decelerated by the electrons in front of them. Applying a rapidly switching radio-frequency (RF) electric field,\textsuperscript{36} allows the electrons at the front of the pulse to be slowed down and the electrons at the back of the pulse to be accelerated, thus compressing the pulse in the temporal dimension as demonstrated by Miller,\textsuperscript{17} and by Siwick.\textsuperscript{18} Another approach taken by Schwoerer utilizes the space-charge repulsion to create picosecond electron pulses.\textsuperscript{37} A streak camera deflects each pulse in the transverse direction enabling the observation of the entire temporal profile of the pulse at the
detector. This has the potential to allow the molecular dynamics of a sample to be recorded in a single shot rather than as a series of experiments with varying pump-probe delay times.  

### III. INSTRUMENT

For the TRED apparatus described here we have chosen to address the space-charge problem by designing a compact electron gun; this minimizes the distance that the electrons travel between the gun and the sample, thus limiting the degree of expansion of the pulse. Particle tracing simulations, using General Particle Tracer and SIMION, indicate that a pulse containing $10^4$ electrons will have a duration of approximately 1.3 ps full width at half maximum (FWHM) at 45 kV when the sample is positioned 130 mm from the anode. At this voltage a FWHM transverse beam diameter of 0.34 mm is predicted at the sample, when using a 150 μm aperture in the anode of the electron gun. Assuming that one can set the transverse diameter of both the laser and molecular beams to a similar size (i.e. ~ 0.35 mm) an overall experimental time resolution of 2.5 ps is predicted at 45 kV with the experimental set-up described here, where all three beams are orthogonal to one another. Future routine experiments, carried out at 100 kV, are predicted to have pulse durations of 375 fs FWHM, and will also make use of a 150 μm aperture in the anode to produce a FWHM transverse beam diameter of 0.14 mm at the sample. Again assuming that one can produce both a laser and molecular beam with similar transverse widths (i.e. ~ 0.15 mm), and intersect the pump and probe beams at angle of approximately 60°, an experimental time resolution of 670 fs is predicted. Figure 1 shows the layout of the apparatus with the main components of the system discussed in detail below.

![Diagram of TRED apparatus](image)

**FIG. 1.** A schematic diagram (not to scale) of the TRED apparatus showing A) Ti:Sapphire laser, B) 70:30 beam splitter, C) third-harmonic-generation setup, D) high-voltage feed through, E) electron ionization laser path, F) delay stage, G) photocathode, H) magnetic lens, I) electron beam, J) sample position/interaction region, K) pump laser path, L) electron detector, and M) CCD camera.
A. Optics

The laser system used for the TRED experiments consists of a Ti:Sapphire oscillator and an amplifier to produce pulses of 150 fs at a central wavelength of 800 nm (80 nm bandwidth); the repetition rate is 1 kHz and the beam power is approximately 1 W. The laser beam is then separated into two branches using a 70:30 beam splitter, with 30% of the beam being used to create the electron probe pulse and the remaining 70% used as a pump laser to excite samples. Detailed discussion of pump-probe methodologies is beyond the scope of this paper; for more information on this subject we refer the reader to Ref. 3. In order to create the electron probe pulse, the laser beam is passed through a frequency tripling system to produce pulses of 267 nm wavelength, which are then separated from the fundamental and second harmonic frequencies using dichroic mirrors. For the experiments described below, the third-harmonic beam (maximum pulse energy approximately 200 nJ) is focused onto the photocathode of the electron gun with a spot size diameter of approximately 200 μm. Small changes in the focus of the laser beam did not appear to affect the electron beam produced from the photocathode. Using an unfocused laser, however, results in almost no electrons being produced.

B. Electron gun

The TRED apparatus is designed with the electron gun housed in a differentially pumped vacuum chamber, separate from the diffraction zone. This minimizes the amount of sample gas that can enter the electron gun chamber, as that would increase the likelihood of electrical discharging. The gun chamber typically operates at a pressure of $5 \times 10^{-8}$ mbar, with a titanium anode forming the boundary between this chamber and the diffraction chamber. In the center of the anode is an aperture allowing the electrons to exit the gun chamber.

The electron gun comprises of a photocathode (labelled A in Figure 2), stainless steel electrode (B), and ceramic tube (C). The photocathode is back illuminated by the 267 nm laser light, and is of similar design to the one described by Siwick. It consists of a sapphire disc (13 mm diameter and 0.5 mm thick) coated with a 25 nm layer of gold on the front side and with a 200 nm metallic coating around the edges to provide an electrical contact with the electrode. The majority of the back of the sapphire disc is masked during preparation and remains uncoated so that the laser light can pass through the sapphire disc and reach the gold film on the front. This photocathode sits tightly in a recess on the electrode, with the front of the photocathode flush with the outer edge of the electrode to minimize discontinuities in the electric field that might lead to discharging. The electrode is mounted on a 315 mm long
ceramic tube with ribbing on the surface to maximize the surface area and reduce charge creep.\textsuperscript{42} The laser beam enters the chamber through a sapphire (DUV) viewport in the rear flange and passes through the inner bore of this ceramic tube to the photocathode.

![Diagram](image)

**FIG. 2.** A cut-through diagram of the electron-gun chamber showing A) photocathode, B) electrode, C) ceramic tube, D) high-voltage feed through, E) high-voltage pin, F) anode plate, and G) anode plug.

A potential of up to 100 kV is applied to the electrode using a high-precision Heinzinger power supply attached to the high-voltage feed through (D), with a number of precautions taken to reduce the probability of the high-voltage power supply arcing to the chamber. The high-voltage feed through enters the chamber through the rear flange of the electron gun at an angle of 12° to the axis of the ceramic tube. This keeps the bare high-voltage pin (E) as far away as possible from the grounded walls of the chamber, and prevents it from having to be bent in order to reach the electrode. The electrode itself is enclosed by a ceramic cup leaving only the photocathode exposed, again to help prevent arcing. The photocathode-to-anode distance used in the experiments described here was 17 mm, although this distance can be adjusted with the introduction of spacer plates. In the center of the anode plate (F) there is an anode plug (G) that is designed to hold various sizes of platinum apertures (of the kind typically used in electron microscopes) allowing control over the emerging electron beam. The advantage of using a smaller aperture is that a less divergent electron beam can be achieved; however, this is at the cost of a reduced number of electrons per pulse and, hence, longer data-acquisition times.

We find that using a magnetic lens to focus the electron beam allows the beam divergence to be further controlled, resulting in a narrower beam without reducing the beam current.
However, the inclusion of the lens requires greater space to be left between the photocathode and the sample, resulting in a slightly poorer temporal resolution. The system was designed in as flexible a way as possible so that all of these components can be adjusted or removed as the needs of an experiment are determined. For the initial diffraction studies reported here we use an aperture 1 mm diameter and the magnetic lens as detailed below.

C. Magnetic lens

The magnetic lens used to focus the electron beam is based on the principles of a solenoid.\textsuperscript{43} The core of the lens is an iron spool, which is 20 mm long and with a 10 mm central bore through which the electron beam passes. Around the outside of the spool are approximately 1,000 turns of Kapton-coated wire, through which a current of up to 3 A can be applied. By varying the lens current the electron beam can be focused to reduce its diameter (spot size), which is desirable as the spatial resolution of an electron diffraction experiment is dependent on the spot size. For the 45 keV beam energy used for the initial diffraction study presented here we find that a current range of 1.1 to 1.3 A is sufficient to obtain a good focus at the detector, which is 330 mm from the front of the anode. Overfocusing the electron beam can create a large Coulomb-repulsion effect that causes the beam to expand rapidly in both the spatial and temporal frames, resulting in a marked loss of resolution.

The lens is mounted on an xyz manipulator, allowing fine control of its position with respect to the electron beam. If the beam is not passing through the center of the lens, or if the lens winding is uneven, the beam could be deflected away from its desired position at the center of the detector. A power supply stable to within 0.01 A is used as fluctuations in current can cause the electron beam to be deflected. The heat generated by the lens must be dissipated as the resistance of the wire varies with temperature and so the lens is cooled using liquid nitrogen. A copper braid connects the liquid nitrogen vessel to the lens and the temperature is monitored using thermocouples.

D. Diffraction chamber

The apparatus has been designed primarily to study gas-phase samples and the main chamber needs to handle a large throughput of gas while maintaining an appropriate vacuum. A large turbomolecular pump attached to the base of the chamber is used to evacuate the system at a rate of up to 2200 L/s. The cubic design of the chamber allows for ports to be situated at five different anode-to-sample distances (the ports are centered at 40, 50, 130, 210,
and 220 mm from the anode), allowing some control over how long the electron pulse propagates before it interacts with the sample. Having three DN40CF flanges (left, right, and top) at each distance enables the sample to be introduced through the top of the chamber (directly opposite the pump), while other components such as a cold trap and pump laser can be brought in through the side ports. The availability of pairs of opposite ports will also allow grating-enhanced ponderomotive measurements to be performed, in order to determine the electron-pulse durations at the sample positions.

As a test of the apparatus we recorded diffraction patterns for a polycrystalline sample of platinum mounted on an xyz translator at a distance of 115 mm from the anode (introduced through the 130 mm port); the phosphor screen detector was 215 mm beyond the sample. For future gas-phase studies, the sample holder which supports TEM grids perpendicularly to the electron beam will be replaced by a gas-inlet system, while other aspects of the apparatus setup will remain relatively unchanged.

### E. Detector

Diffraction images are recorded using a micro-channel plate (MCP) / phosphor screen / charge coupled device (CCD) camera setup. An aluminum beam cup (7.5 millimeters in diameter) is mounted in front of the center of the detector to prevent the unscattered electron beam from hitting the phosphor which could both damage the screen and result in a very bright spot of light that would dominate the diffraction pattern; it also acts as a Faraday cup to measure the current of the electron beam. Electrons scattered by the diffraction sample first encounter a grounded mesh ensuring that they propagate through a field-free region. Immediately after the mesh is the MCP, which has an active area 80 mm in diameter; a potential of up to +2 kV is applied across the MCP. The enhanced diffraction pattern is then imaged on a 115 mm phosphor screen, comprising a 3 mm thick glass plate coated with 50 μm of P22 phosphor and 50 nm of aluminum, allowing for the dissipation of charge. The screen is held in an aluminum mount at a potential of up to +5 kV relative to the grounded mesh, and this is further mounted on a DN160CF flange with a viewport through which a Stingray F-146B CCD records the diffraction patterns. The camera is coupled to a Schneider 17 mm focal-length lens with an f/0.95 aperture, allowing the camera to be positioned a few millimeters from the viewport with the whole screen visible; the wide aperture allows the lens to work well in low light conditions.

Image enhancement using the MCP was incorporated into the design because of the very small beam currents used in the TRED experiments. For each electron that impinges on a
pore in the MCP, approximately $10^6$ additional electrons are produced to enhance the image.\textsuperscript{45} Without the MCP, we were able to image unscattered electron beams only when there were more than 5,000 electrons per pulse; in this set-up observing a diffraction pattern was difficult even when recording images for a number of hours. With the MCP, it was possible to observe an image of a beam with a current that was below the noise level of the picoammeter used to record the current (estimated to be less than 500 electrons per pulse).

With the detector positioned 215 mm from the sample, it allows for diffraction data to be observed to a maximum of $s = 195 \text{ nm}^{-1}$, for 45 keV electrons, where $s$ is a function of the scattering angle, $\theta$, and the electron wavelength, $\lambda$, such that $s = (4 \pi \sin \theta) / \lambda$.

**IV. CALIBRATION AND RESULTS**

**A. Number of electrons**

The number of electrons per pulse affects both the beam spot size and pulse duration, and these in turn influence both the spatial and temporal resolutions of the apparatus. In order to obtain the desired characteristics (small transverse beam size and short electron pulse duration), it is important to be able to measure and control the number of electrons per pulse. This is achieved by varying the power of the laser reaching the photocathode by adjusting the alignment of the optical axis of the second harmonic generation (SHG) crystal. The laser power is measured using a power meter and the number of electrons determined using a picoammeter to measure the average beam current and dividing by the repetition rate of the laser. With an average laser power of approximately 0.3 W entering the harmonics setup, we can accurately measure between $10^3$ and $10^7$ electrons per pulse which can be varied depending on whether we required better time resolution or shorter collection times for a given experiment. Figure 3 shows the number of electrons observed per pulse with respect to the angle of the SHG crystal.
FIG. 3. The number of 45 keV electrons passing through a 1 mm diameter aperture in the anode, with respect to the axis angle of the second harmonic generation crystal.

B. Beam size and magnetic lens

In order to achieve good spatial resolution we require the electron beam spot size to be small at the sample and at the detector. To help achieve this, the magnetic lens discussed in Section III.C is used to focus the beam. To quantitatively demonstrate the focusing properties of the magnetic lens on the electron beam width, a beam containing approximately $10^4$ electrons per pulse was directed towards a 500 μm aperture at the sample position. The aperture blocks part of the beam and those electrons that do pass through hit the Faraday cup where the current is measured. By scanning the position of the aperture across the beam and recording how the current varies, two-dimensional profiles of the beam in the x and y directions are obtained [see Figure 4(a)].

![Figure 4(a)](image)

FIG. 4. a) The perpendicular transverse beam widths (x and y) at the sample position, for a 45 keV electron beam containing approximately $10^4$ electrons per pulse (average FWHM size of 435 μm, maximum intensity measured as 650 fA). b) The average FWHM beam size at the sample position as a function of magnetic lens current.

The measurements show the electron beam to be Gaussian in shape, with the FWHM beam size reducing linearly as the lens current is increased, as shown in Figure 4(b).
Extensive simulations (to be published separately)\textsuperscript{41} have also shown that, for certain lens currents, the beam will remain well collimated as it travels to the detector, with only a small increase in pulse duration predicted.

C. Diffraction

While this instrument was developed as a time-resolved gas-phase diffractometer, the first study performed was for a polycrystalline sample of platinum; the well-defined, predictable, closely-spaced rings produced by a polycrystalline sample allow for the instrument to be easily calibrated without the added complexities of introducing a gaseous sample. A 20 nm thick layer of Pt was deposited onto a carbon-coated TEM grid, mounted on an xyz manipulator, and positioned in the electron beam. Images were recorded with potentials of +1.9 kV applied to the MCP, and +4.1 kV applied to the phosphor screen. Individual images were stacked before background images, recorded under identical conditions but without the sample present, were subtracted from the sample data. By doing this we remove any background electron scattering, reflected light, or systematic errors which would distort the data. For comparison of the effectiveness of our magnetic lens, diffraction patterns for the Pt sample were recorded both with the magnetic lens off and on. The scattering intensities of the observed diffraction rings for both sets of data were extracted by radially averaging around the center of the pattern using custom-written MATLAB code. The intensity curves obtained from both experiments are shown in Figure 5(a). One can clearly see that the resolution of the experiment has improved with the introduction of the magnetic lens, as the peaks become more defined, compared to the broader, overlapping, and, in some cases, barely discernible features recorded without the magnetic lens.

![Figure 5(a)](image)

**FIG. 5.** a) Comparison of diffraction intensities from experiments with the magnetic lens off (top), and on (bottom); the curves are offset for clarity. Theoretical scattering curves showing
what is predicted for a well-focused electron beam are shown as a dashed line. b) Comparison of theoretical diffraction pattern (top) and experimental diffraction pattern (bottom) collected using the magnetic lens.

The extracted diffraction data have also been compared to a theoretical scattering intensity curve, shown as dashed lines in Figure 5(a), based on the expected face-centered cubic polycrystalline diffraction pattern for platinum, with peak widths based on the best electron beam width we hope to have at the detector. One can clearly see that the positions of the peaks in the theoretical and experimental data match when data are collected with the magnetic lens on. We have shown the same theoretical curve on top of the data extracted from diffraction patterns recorded without the magnetic lens, highlighting the lack of resolution when the lens is omitted. From the data it is possible to calculate the resolution of the experiment as $\Delta s = 6.7 \text{ nm}^{-1}$ with the magnetic lens present. Using the predicted scattering curve it was also possible to create a theoretical diffraction pattern. This is overlaid on the experimental diffraction pattern in Figure 5(b), again emphasizing the match between experimental and theory.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have designed, built, and tested an electron diffractometer that uses a compact electron gun to produce pulses of electrons predicted to have a duration of approximately 375 fs, and with a potential experimental time resolution of approximately 670 fs at 100 kV, for experiments that do not use tilted laser wavefronts. We have demonstrated that this pulsed electron gun can yield diffraction patterns for a polycrystalline sample of platinum in a timely manner, and that the spatial resolution of the experiment can be enhanced with the use of a magnetic lens. Our focus now moves to performing static gas-phase studies, before collecting time-resolved data for photoinduced dynamic systems in the near future.
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